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5.1 Physical properties of water



as the coefficient of viscosity. If force is defined by force = mass x acceleration then rj will have the units of f/(dv/dy}, or:



5.1.1 Density For most purposes in hydraulic engineering, the density of fresh water may be taken to be 1000kg/m3. Correspondingly, the weight of 11 is approximately 1 kg. In more precise work, usually of a laboratory or experimental nature, the variation of density with temperature may have to be taken into account in accordance with Table 5.1.



Table 5.1 Density of fresh water at atmospheric pressure Temperature (0C)



Density (kg/m3)



O 4 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100



999.9 1000.0 999.7 998.2 995.7 992.2 988.1 983.3 977.8 971.9 965.3 958.4



i.e. [MZrT'1], where (Af] represents mass, [L] length, and (T] time. Thus if newtons (i.e. kilogram metres per squared second) are adopted for the force of resistance, metres for length, metres squared for area, and metres per second for velocity, then the coefficient of viscosity takes the units kilograms per metre second. For example, the numerical value of rj in the case of water at 1O0C is 0.00131 kg/m s. This is the same as 0.0131 poise, i.e. 0.0131 g/cms. 5.1.2.1 Kinematic viscosity Kinematic viscosity v is defined as the ratio of the viscosity rj to the density p of a fluid, or: v = rj/p



(5.2)



It follows from this definition that if /7 is in kilograms per metre second and p in kilograms per cubic metre then v will be in square metres per second. Again, considering water at 10° C, v is 1.31 x 10- 6 m 2 /s or 1.31 x 10-2cm2/s. Typical values of rj and v, for both water and air, are given in Table 5.2, from which it will be seen that temperature has quite different effects on these two fluids.



The density of sea water depends on the locality but for general calculations the open sea may be assumed to weigh 1025 kg/m3. In a tidal river the density varies appreciably from place to place and time to time; it is influenced by the state of the tide and by the amount of fresh water flowing into the estuary from the higher reaches or from drains and other sources. At any one spot it may also vary through the depth of the water owing to imperfect mixing of the fresh and saline constituents. 5.1.2 Viscosity Let us visualize a layer of a fluid as represented in Figure 5.1. The thickness of the layer is Sy and particles in the plane AB are supposed to have a velocity v while those in CD have a different



Figure 5.1 Layer of fluid illustrating laminar flow velocity, say v + Sv. The plan area of each plane, AB or CD, is a, say. Now the fluid bounded by AB and CD experiences a resistance to relative motion along AB analogous to shear resistance in solid mechanics. This force of resistance, divided by the area a, will give a resistance per unit area, or a stress /. Then: f=rj(dvldy)



((M] x (L] x (T-2] x [L-2])/([L] x [T~>] x [L"1])



(5.1)



as Sy tends to zero, or as the layer assumes an infinitesimal thickness, so that dv/dy becomes the velocity gradient, i.e. the rate at which the velocity changes as we proceed outwards in a direction normal to the plane AB. rj in Equation (5.1) is known



Table 5.2 Viscosities of water and dry air at atmospheric pressure Temperature



Water



C



3



10 // (kg/m s)



O 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 50 60 80 100



1.79* 1.52 1.31 1.14 1.01 0.894 0.801 0.723 0.656 0.549 0.469 0.357 0.284



0



6



Air



10 v (m2/s)



5



10 // (kg/ms)



10 5 v (m2/s)



1.79* 1.52 1.31 1.14 1.01 0.897 0.804 0.727 0.661 0.556 0.477 0.367 0.296



1.71* .73 .76 .78 .81 .83 .86 .88 .90 .95 2.00 2.09 2.18



1.32* 1.36 .41 .45 .50 .55 .59 .64 .69 .79 .88 2.09 2.30



*To avoid any misinterpretation of the column headings note that, at 0° C, rj for water is 1.79x 10~ 3 kg/m s; v i s 1.79x 10~ 6 m 2 /s; rj for air is 1.71 x l(T 5 kg/ms; v i s 1.32 x 10~ 5 m 2 /s.



5.1.3 'Non-Newtonian' fluids Table 5.2 implies that for water and air, the coefficient of viscosity (sometimes called 'dynamic viscosity' or 'absolute viscosity') varies with temperature but otherwise is a constant coefficient in Equation (5.1), i.e. / is in simple proportion to dv/dy. This is true of very many other fluids, but there exist also the so-called non-Newtonian fluids. With some of these, // decreases as dv/dy increases; with others the reverse is true. Among the examples of substances which, in phases of their fluid state,



behave in a 'non-Newtonian' way, are certain lubricants, e.g. grease used in bearings, plastics, and suspensions of particles.



h = (4 x 106 yjpdg) mm, approximately, or say (4 x 105 y)/pd (5.4)



5.1.4 Compressibility In the vast majority of engineering calculations, water may be treated as an incompressible fluid. Exceptions arise when large and sudden changes of velocity occur, as in certain problems associated with the rapid opening or closing of a valve. If we imagine a mass of water to have its volume changed from V to V— S V by an increase of pressure dp applied uniformly round its surface, then the bulk modulus of compressibility A'is defined as the stress or pressure intensity dp divided by the volumetric strain produced by dp. This volumetric strain is -SV/V. Hence:



where y is the surface tension in newtons per metre, p the density in kilograms per cubic metre, d the bore of the tube in millimetres, and g is in metres per second squared.



K=-dp / (SVI V)



(5.3)



6 V itself being treated as negative. The value of K depends somewhat on the temperature and absolute pressure of the water, but in round numbers it is usually sufficiently accurate to take it as 2 x 109N/m2. 5.1.5 Surface tension Surface tension is the property which enables water and other liquids to assume the form of drops, when it appears that the water is bounded by an elastic skin or membrane under tension. Another important manifestation is related to small waves or ripples where the form and motion are restricted or influenced by the tension in the surface. Surface tension depends on the liquid and gas in contact with one another. Suppose a portion of the liquid to have a bounding surface with radii of curvature in two mutually perpendicular directions R1 and R2 as in Figure 5.2. Then the excess of pressure intensity inside the boundary, over that outside it, is y(l//2, +l//? 2 ), where y is the surface tension, a force per unit length of the line to which it is normal.



Side



view



Front view Figure 5.2 Bounding surface of a liquid The surface tension of mercury in contact with air at 20° C is approximately 0.51 N/m.



Table 5.3 Surface tension of water in contact with air ( 0 C)



O



20



At 20° C, therefore, the elevation of the water in the glass tube amounts to about 30/d mm. It should be emphasized, however, that capillary attraction depends to a marked degree upon the state of cleanliness of the liquid and the tube.



40



60



80



Figure 5.3 Capillary rise of water in a tube If mercury is considered instead of water, there is a depression of the liquid in the tube as shown in Figure 5.4. The angle /? is approximately 53° and H, at room temperature, is about 9/d mm.



Figure 5.4 Capillary depression of mercury in a tube Capillary attraction may be important in connection with the technique of measurement. For example, if the level of water in a tank is read, for convenience, on an external gauge as depicted in Figure 5.5, the bottom of the meniscus, or curved surface of the water in the gauge-tube, will stand higher than in the tank. Whether the effect is serious depends, of course, upon the standard of accuracy demanded, but it is generally advisable in such a case, or when using a differential gauge having two limbs, to use a tube not smaller than 9.5 mm bore, and as uniform as practicable throughout its length.



Figure 5.5 Effect of capillary attraction on measurement of height of water in a tank 5.1.7 Solubility of gases in water



100



y(N/m) 0.0756 0.0728 0.0700 0.0671 0.0643 0.0615



5.1.6 Capillarity If a vertical tube is placed in a vessel containing water, the water will be drawn up the tube by capillary attraction. The angle a in Figure 5.3 is known as the angle of contact, and approaches the value zero for clean water in contact with a clean glass tube. In that case



At atmospheric pressure, water is capable of dissolving approximately 3, 2 and 1% of its own volume of air at temperatures of O, 20 and 100° C respectively. Certain other gases, such as carbon dioxide, are dissolved in much greater volumes, but the presence of air alone, together with the phenomenon of vapour pressure of water, may lead to complications in certain pipelines or machines. To take an example, at the highest point of a siphon the pressure is below atmospheric and it is possible for air to come out of solution there which was originally dissolved in the water at atmospheric pressure. This accumulation of air may ultimately reduce the flow along the siphon very appreciably, or even break it entirely, unless precautions are taken to draw off the air and vapour as it collects. The suction-lift of pumps is also restricted in practice by the difficulty of release of air and



generation of vapour so that, in practice, it is usual to limit the suction-lift to about 8.5 m instead of the full height of the water barometer, say 10.4m. 5.1.8 Vapour pressure If a liquid is contained within a closed vessel the space above it becomes saturated with its vapour and the space is subjected to an increase of pressure, which is the vapour pressure of the liquid at the temperature then obtaining.



5.2.2 Force on plane areas (Figure 5.7) Force on element = (pgz cos 9 )SA Resultant force = total force in this case = I,(pgzco*0)dA = pgzAcosO



(5.6)



where z is the inclined depth of centroid of A.



Table 5.4 Vapour pressure pv (N/m2) of water at various temperatures (0C) O 5 10 15 20 30 10-4/?v 0.0610 0.0875 0.123 0.170 0.235 0.423 0



( C) 50 lQ-4pv 1.23



60 2.00



70 3.09



80 4.76



90 7.00



40 0.736



Figure 5.7 Plane area immersed in liquid



100 10.1



To obtain pv in metres of water at a given temperature, divide pv, (N/m 2 ) by gp where p (kg/m3) is given in Table 5.1. For example, at 10O0C, pv is (10.1xl0 4 )/(9.81x9.58x 102), i.e. 10.8m of water.



The resultant force will act through a point in the immersed area A known as its centre of pressure and such that its inclined depth Z is given by: Z= f (z2 dA \ IzA = (Second moment of area A about 0O)/'zA ^ ' =fJAz (5.7)



5.2 Hydrostatics ( I ) A fluid at rest exerts a pressure which is everywhere normal to any surface immersed in it. (2) The pressure intensity at a point P in a liquid is equal to that at the free surface of the liquid together with pgh, where h is the depth of P below the free surface and p is the density of the liquid. 5.2.1 Force on any area In many engineering problems all pressures are treated relative to atmospheric pressure as a datum. Adopting that system, consider the force exerted on an elementary, or infinitesimal, portion SA of an area A immersed in a liquid (see Figure 5.6).



or:



Z = V0Jz



(5.8)



where ^00 is the radius of gyration about OO and ^J0 = k2 + z2, where k is the radius of gyration about an axis through the centroid parallel to 00. Examples 5.1 to 5.6. In the following examples C is the centroid, P the centre of pressure. Example 5.1: Parallelogram (Figure 5.8(a)):



rw=(bd*/i2)+bd(zr



Z=[bd*/l2 + bd(z2)]lbdz = (d2!\2 + z2)/z = J d if upper edge of parallelogram is in surface.



Free surface



Example 5.2: Circular area, diameter d (Figure 5.8(b)): Figure 5.6 Elementary area bA immersed in liquid



The pressure intensity on SA is p = pgh. Hence, the force on SA is pgh-SA, where h is the vertical depth of SA. The total force on the whole area A of which SA is an element is the arithmetical sum of the forces on all its constituent elements, Zpgh- A= pgLh-dA, assuming p to be constant throughout the liquid. Hence: total force = pgH-A



/00 = (7^4/64) + (7r d.xdy J) = LL JJ>>d.xd>>



Hxydxdy X = JA. JJ^djtd^



(5.9)



But:



Xy2SA



or



f f y2dxdy = Ak2



Iy SA



or Jf ydxdy = Ay0



(5.10)



where z = a+ (2/I)H Z = (3/4)/* ifa = 0.



where A is the total area, k its radius of gyration about OX and J0 the ordinate of the centroid of the area. 5.2.3 Force on curved areas



Example 5.5:



Trapezium (Figure 5.8(e)):



Z=(k2 + z2)/z



The following examples will serve to illustrate some useful principles. Hemispherical bowl, radius r, just full of water (Figure 5.10).



where k2 = (h2/l$)[l + 2bc/(b + c)2]



»-$$*• Example 5.6: Ellipse (Figure 5.8(f)): 2



2



Z = (fc + z )/z



where k2 = c2/\6'z = a + (c/2) In the examples so far considered, the immersed areas have had a vertical plane of symmetry in which it is evident that the resultant force will act. All that has been necessary, therefore, was to determine the position of the resultant force in that plane of symmetry. 5.2.2.1 Force on an unsymmetrical plane area Choose any convenient axes OX, OY. OX may be the line of intersection of the plane of the immersed area with the surface of the liquid. The elementary area 8A has coordinates x and y relative to the chosen axes (Figure 5.9).



Figure 5.10 Hemispherical bowl just full of water Total force = arithmetical sum of forces acting on the surface = area x pressure intensity at centroid = 2nr2 x density of water x depth of centroid x g = 2nr2xpx(r/2)g = 7ir3pg But the horizontal components of the corresponding forces on opposite sides of the vertical axis counterbalance one another, and: Resultant force = weight of water contained = volume of hemisphere x density of water x g = $nr3pg Cylindrical vessel with hemispherical end, just full of water. (1) (Figure 5.11(a)). Force on lid due to water = O



Resultant force (vertical) on hemispherical base = (TiY1H + jnr3)pg (2) (Figure 5.11(b)). Resultant force (vertical) on flat base = nr\h + r}pg Resultant force (vertically upwards) on dome = nr\h + r)pg - (nr2h + %nr3)pg = %nr3 pg (3) (Figure 5.11(c)). Horizontal force on either end = nr\rp)g = nr3 pg



of the body. The degree of stability for angular displacements involves the conception of the metacentre. In Figure 5.14, XX represents the vertical axis of symmetry of a floating body with a centre of gravity, owing to the distribution of its weight, we suppose to be at G. B is the centre of buoyancy.



Figure 5.14 Centre of buoyancy Let the body be displaced so that B, becomes the new centre of buoyancy, i.e. the centre of gravity of the liquid as displaced in the new position (Figure 5.15).



Figure 5.11 (a) Cylindrical vessel with hemispherical end just full of water; (b) the same, inverted; (c) the same, lying with axis horizontal



Figure 5.15 Metacentre Figure 5.12 Truncated cone just full of water Truncated cone, just full of water (Figure 5.12). Resultant force (vertically downwards) on base = nR2hpg Volume of water contained = ^nH(R2 + Rr + r2) Resultant force (vertically upwards) on curved side = [TiR2Hp - \nh(R2 + Rr + r2)p]g = (2STiR2H - }nRrh - }nr2h)pg



The new force of buoyancy acts vertically upwards through B1, to intersect the deflected line BG in M, the metacentre. Strictly speaking, the metacentre is the position assumed by M as the angle of displacement 6 tends to zero. If M is above G, there will be a 'righting moment' pV-GMsmO-g. The condition for initial stability, or stability during small displacements, is then that M shall be above G. The metacentric height may be calculated from the equation: GM = (//FV±GB



(5.12)



2



where /= Ak : the plus sign is used if G is below B and the minus sign if G is above B.



5.2.4 Buoyancy A liquid of density p exerts a vertical upwards force Vpg on an immersed body of volume V (Figure 5.13). If the weight of the



A is the area of the water-line section and k is its radius of gyration about the axis Oy. K is the volume of the immersed portion of body (shown in Figure 5.16).



Figure 5.13 Body immersed in liquid body is greater than Vpg it will sink. If the weight of the body is less than Vpg the body will float in such a way that the portion immersed has a volume V which satisfies the following equation: V pg = total weight of body



(5.11)



Plan view of waterline section Figure 5.16 Metacentric height



Figure 5.17 Mass of liquid subjected to p N/m2 and moving with velocity vm/s



5.3 Hydrodynamics Centre of buoyancy and metacentre. The centre of gravity of the displaced fluid is called the centre of buoyancy. When a body is floating freely, the weight of the fluid displaced equals the weight of the body itself, and its centre of buoyancy, for equilibrium, must be in the same vertical as the centre of gravity



5.3.1 Energy A liquid possesses energy by virtue of the pressure under which it exists, its velocity and its height above some datum level of



potential energy. These three forms of energy—pressure, kinetic and potential—may be expressed as quantities per unit weight of the liquid concerned. The result is the pressure, kinetic or potential head. Thus, referring to Figure 5.17, in which a mass of liquid is represented as subjected to a pressure /?N/m 2 , moving with a velocity v m/s and having its centre of mass at a height z above a datum of potential energy: total head = (p/pg} + (v2/2g) + z



(5.13)



in metres, where p is the density in kilograms per cubic metre. If a gas is considered, then account should be taken of its elasticity and the work done in compressing a given mass of it as it passes from a region of low to higher pressure. 5.3.2 Bernoulli's theorem



(Pl PS) + (*> /2g) ^z = constant



h = 32vlv/gd2



(5.14)



The idealized circumstances envisaged in this statement would seem, at first sight, to render the theorem useless for the solution of problems dealing with natural fluids, which are viscous, and especially when such fluids are not moving in streamlines, i.e. when the motion is turbulent, as it usually is in hydraulics. In fact, however, the theorem forms the basis of the majority of practical calculations if and when appropriate terms are added or coefficients introduced to allow for losses of head arising from various causes. The numerical values of these terms and coefficients are almost always the result of experiment or experience. 5.3.3 Streamline and turbulent motion If we concentrate attention upon one point P in the cross-section of a pipe or channel along which a fluid is moving at a constant rate, the motion at P may be called 'streamline' if the velocity there is constant in magnitude and direction. On the other hand, the motion at P will be turbulent if the velocity there varies from time to time in magnitude and/or direction, despite the fact that the general rate of flow along the channel is constant. In this turbulent motion, the instantaneous velocity at P depends upon how the eddies are passing it at the moment under consideration. The eddies which characterize turbulent motion require energy for their creation and maintenance, and the law of resistance in streamline (sometimes called laminar) flow is quite different from that in turbulent flow.



(5.16)



Alternatively we may use the equation! commonly adopted by hydraulic engineers, i.e.: h=flv2/2gm



(5.17)



in which m represents the hydraulic mean depth or the ratio of the area of section to the wetted perimeter. In a cylindrical pipe running full, m = d/4. For values of Re up to 2100: /=16(w//v)-'



This states that in the streamline motion of an incompressible and inviscid fluid the total head remains constant from section to section along the stream tube, i.e.: 2



These values give the equation for streamline flow, which may be deduced mathematically:



(5.18)



For values of Re between 3000 and 150 000 (Davis and White1): /=0.08(™//v)-°-25



(5.19)



Alternatively, if Re exceeds 4000, the Prandtl equation may be used: 1 /V(4/) = 2.0 Ig [/W(4/)] - 0.8



(5.20)



These relationships apply to smooth pipes of, say, glass, drawn brass, copper or large pipes with a smooth cement finish. In calculating Reynolds numbers, the units in which v, d and v are measured should be consistent with one another; e.g. v in metres per second, d in metres and v in square metres per second. Values of / for smooth pipes in the equation h=flv2j2gm are plotted against \gvdjv in Figure 5.18.2 At a temperature of 150C, v for water is 1.14 x 10~ 6 m 2 /s.



Figure 5.18 Values of ffor smooth pipes. (After Stanton and Pannell (1914) Phil. Trans A, 214; National Phys. Lab. Coll. Res., 11)



5.3.3.1 Flow in pipes Loss of head in smooth pipes The general equations for the loss of head in a pipe of uniform diameter d are as follows. Let h be the loss of head in metres, / the length of pipe considered in metres, v the mean velocity in metres per second = Qj(nd2/4), Q the rate of discharge (in cubic metres per second) and v the kinematic viscosity of fluid (in square metres per second). Then: H = K(Iv2 "v")/gd>-n



(5.15)



where K is a coefficient. Both K and n depend upon Re the Reynolds number, vd/v. If Re is less than 2100, K=32 and AI= 1.



5.3.4 Pipes of noncircular section There is experimental evidence showing that if the flow is turbulent, the value of/for various shapes of section is approximately the same as for a cylindrical pipe at the same value of vm/v, where m again represents the hydraulic mean depth. The critical value of vm/v, below which the motion is normally laminar, does depend to some extent, however, on the shape of the section. For a circular section it is 525 (i.e. vd/v = 2100). For rectangular sections the critical vm/v varies with the ratio of the lengths of the sides and has approximate values of 525 for a square section, 590 for a section having one t Some writers prefer to use h = A/v2/2g^/, rather than 4fv2/2qd, for cylindrical pipes. Their friction factor 1 is then 4/.



side 3 times the other, and 730 for a section in which the length of one side is large compared with the other. During truly laminar or viscous motion, the loss of head h for various shapes of section is as follows (v being the mean velocity through the section): Circular section (diameter d): h = 32vlv/gd2 Rectangular section (one side 2a, other side 2b): b /, i / / w F i 192 ianh ( ^na+ l i a n^hna + M / V~^a( Yb y ^ ''-)}



H =3vh gb



Square section (each side 2a): h = l.\2vlv/ga2 Rectangular section having a large compared with b: h-+3vh/gb



2



Circular annulus (mean velocity v through space of area n(d] -d20)/4): A



-W^[ 1+ W^+]E^]



where d\ is the outside diameter and J0 the inside diameter. 5.3.5 Loss of head in rough pipes Here the value of/also depends upon the ratio of the hydraulic mean depth to the height of the roughening projections from the wall, as well as upon the distribution and shape of these roughnesses. Figure 5.19 summarizes experimental results obtained by Nikuradse3 with sand-roughened pipes, k being the mean size of the grain projecting from the wall.



however, they begin to project from this layer and to shed eddies for the maintenance of which additional energy is required. Prandtl and von Karman4 have shown than Nikuradse's results may be made to lie within one band by plotting the quantity l/V(4/)-21g(60):



g 2



'//="(' ¥9



(5.21,



A pipe may be regarded as 'hydraulically smooth' if V^k/v The flows are now in balance; the number of steps required in the process of successive approximation depends on the accuracy of the original guess at the total head of J. Having obtained a sensibly accurate balance, we may if we choose carry out refined calculations based upon more acceptable values of/and including losses due to other causes such as the junction J, any bends, and so forth. The example considered above is, however, comparatively simple. The more complicated cases frequently encountered in practice are nowadays analysed with the aid of analogue or digital computers.15^8 5.3.17 Flow measurement in pipes



(4) But QlIh for pipe 1 =0.342/(2 x 10.5) = 0.016 3 therefore 1(6/2/0 = 0.0231 But Q/2H for pipe 2 = 0.0990/27.8 = 0.003 57 But Q/2H for pipe 3 = 0.109/33.9 = 0.003 22 so that T£QI\L(QI2h)] = 0.134/0.023 1 = 5.80 (5) Now it is evident that we must aim at decreasing our original estimate of Q} while increasing those of Q2 and Qr We now try total head at J: 20.0 + 5.8 = 25.8 m: Our new estimate of ^=°- 342X V(Sf^S) =0.229m3/s Our new estimate of Q2 = 0.099 O x J(~^\ = 0.118 m3/s Our new estimate of Q, = 0.109 x J(^|) = 0.126m3/s



and: S,4)[M^Y



(54g)



where h} (=pjpg) and H2 (=p2/pg) are the pressure heads at sections 1 and 2 respectively.



. ^ . ^



1I 2 r 2v2d-^ r/*d Figure 5.32 Venturi meter



H



~3~



If the throat diameter is too small, the pressure p2 may be so low as to encourage release of air and vapour which will cause the flow to fluctuate and will introduce an uncertainty. To avoid this, it is advisable to use proportions which will not cause p2 to be less than 21 x 103 N/m2); i.e. H2 not less than 2.1 m of water (absolute). Values of C. The value of C, the coefficient of the meter, is influenced by the Reynolds number and for the sort of designs of meter commonly used in practice, the following are approximately correct values19 (Table 5.10). 5.3.17.2 Pipe orifice as meter The pipe orifice as a measuring device is conveniently installed at a flange joint but has the disadvantage of creating an appreciable obstruction and consequent loss of head. In Figure 5.33, a and b are pressure tappings: Q = CAJ2gh/((D/dy-l]



(5.49)



This formula leads to the result:



Table 5.10 Reynolds number vd/v as measured at throat



Water hammer pressure= 1.4 x 106y (N/m2)



C



0.91 0.94 0.95 0.98 0.99



2000 6000 10000 100000 1 000 000



where A = nD2/4, and H is the pressure head difference between points a and b. C is of the order of 0.61 for values of (d/D)2 between 0.3 and 0.6, but it should be noted that the accuracy of the machining is of great importance, since the quantity (D/dY occurs in the formula. Similarly, it is important to have a high degree of accuracy in the measurement of the diameter D of the pipe in which the plate is installed.



(5.51)



where v is the original velocity of flow (in metres per second). Pressures of this order of magnitude will result if a valve is closed in a time not exceeding 21/Vp s, where Vp = J(KJp) is the velocity of sound waves in the water and where / is the length of pipe (in metres). In round numbers, Vp may be taken as 1400 m/s. If the time of closure exceeds 41/Vp the stoppage becomes gradual. Supposing the valve to be then closed in such a manner as to cause a constant retardation a m/s2 of the water column, the resulting rise of pressure will be pica N/m 2 , or Ia/g m head of water. 5.3.19 Flow in open channels 5.3.19.1 Formulae for open channels Consider the portion of an open channel shown in Figure 5.34. AB represents the surface of a stream: section A is distance / along the channel, section B a distance /-I- 61 along, h is the depth at A, h + 6h the depth at B. v is the mean velocity at A, r the depth of surface at A below some arbitrary datum and (r + Sr) the depth of surface at B below the same datum, m is the hydraulic mean depth, equal to the ratio of area to wetted perimeter, and/is the friction coefficient. Then:



Figure 5.33 Pipe orifice as a meter



dr/d/= (v/g)(dv/dl) +fv2/2gm



(5.52)



If a well-shaped convergent nozzle is used instead of a sharpedged orifice plate, C has a value of 0.98 to 0.99 if (d/D)2 does not exceed 0.2. 5.3.17.3 General notes on meters The pressure holes used for meters or other purposes should be finished flush with the inside of the pipe. A reasonable length of straight pipe should precede the meter, and, though less important, should follow the meter. For laboratory purposes it is always most satisfying to calibrate any meter in situ by comparison with the collection of a known weight of water in a measured time, but considerable accuracy may be expected from observance of the recommendations in the British Standard Code,20 BS 1042:1943, which covers Venturi tubes, orifice plates and nozzles, and pitot tubes: it deals with gases as well as liquids. The US Standard21 is ASME Fluid Meters Report.



If a valve is closed suddenly, successive masses of the water in the pipe are brought to rest; their kinetic energy is converted to strain energy and the effect is transmitted along the pipe with the velocity of sound waves in water. Some energy is, in fact, expended in stretching the pipe walls, thus reducing the water hammer pressure, but if this effect is neglected the rise of pressure p at the valve is given by: (N/m2)



If the flow is uniform and the mean velocity constant from section to section along a channel of constant cross-section, this assumes the familiar form: / = slope of bed = slope of water surface = fall per unit length =fv2/2gm



(5.53)



alternatively, as in the Chezy equation, Equation (5.53) can be written:



5.3.18 Water hammer in pipes



P = Vj(Kp)



Figure 5.34 Portion of open channel



(5.50)



where v is the velocity of flow before the valve is closed (in metres per second), K the bulk modulus of compressibility of the water, equal to about 2 x 109 N/m2 and p is the density of water, 1000 kg/m3.



v = cj(mi)



(5.54)



where c is known as the Chezy coefficient and is related to the friction coefficient/in the formula: friction head =flv2/2gm



by c2 = 2g/f



(5.55)



The numerical value of c depends on the units adopted; it has the units of [L*]/[T]. Consequently, in the metre second system it is measured in metres* per second. On the other hand, / is dimensionless; it has the same numerical value in either system. Chezy's c depends upon the nature of the channel and also upon the hydraulic mean depth of a channel of given material.



To some extent it also depends upon the mean velocity of the stream, although in most practical examples of open channel flow with which the engineer is concerned, this effect is of minor importance. Although old fashioned in the sense that it dates back to the last century, a formula due to Bazin22 is very reliable: c=158/(1.81+N/Vm) (mVs)



(5.56)



the hydraulic mean depth m being measured in metres and TV having the values given in Table 5.11.



Table 5.11 Class N I II III IV V VI



Note that by comparing v — c^/(mi) with v = (m2l3P/2)/n we may obtain the result: c = ml/6/n or:



f=2g/c2=\9.6n2/m^



(5.57)



Incidentally the formula c = 20.7+17.71g w/A:mVs covers a remarkably wide range of both rough pipes and rough open channels.24 Here k represents the size of roughening excrescences.



Application



0.109 0.290 0.833 1.54



Smoothed cement or planed wood Planks, bricks or cut stone Rubble masonry Earth channels of very regular surface, or revetted with stone 2.35 Ordinary earth channels 3.17 Exceptionally rough earth channels (bed covered with boulders) or weed-grown sides



As one of the many proposed alternatives to the Chezy-Bazin treatment (v = cj(mi) where c = [158/(1.81 +N/Vm)], the formula due to Manning7 is much favoured and regarded by many as more convenient, though giving much the same result. For the classes of channel already described in Table 5.11 in connection with Bazin's N, Manning's n may be taken as given in Table 5.12 and in Equation (5.23): v = (w2/3/1/2)/« (m/s) where m is in metres. With rather more precision, the values of n given by Parker23 are quoted in Table 5.13.



5.3.19.2 Form of channel for maximum v and Q Q = rate of discharge (in cubic metres per second) = vA, where A is now the area of section (in square metres) and v is the mean velocity (in metres per second). Adopting the Manning formula: Q = VA = (AmWpP)In



(5.58)



for a given material of channel, and a given slope i, v is a maximum when m, or when A/P9 is a maximum, P being the wetted perimeter. For Q to be a maximum, however, Am21* must be a maximum. Hence: for max v, P dA - A dP = O I formaxQ,5PdA-2AdP = Qf



.5 ^ ' }



(



Examples 5.8 to 5.10. Example 5.8: Rectangular channel (Figure 5.35). A = bd\ P = b + 2d. If A, n and i are fixed, maximum v and maximum Q will occur when b = 2d.



Table 5.12 Class



n



I II III IV V VI



0.009 3 0.0129 0.0182 0.022 5 0.025 8 0.028 4



Figure 5.35 Rectangular channel



Figure 5.36 Trapezoidal channel



Table 5.13 Nature of channel Timber, well planed and perfectly continuous Planed timber, not perfectly true Pure cement plaster Timber, unplaned and continuous; new brickwork Rubble masonry in cement, in good order Earthen channels in faultless condition Earthen channels in very good order or heavily silted in the past Large earthen channels maintained with care Small earthen channels maintained with care Channels in order, below the average Channels in bad order



n 0.009 0.010 0.010 0.012 0.017 0.017 0.018 0.0225 0.025 0.0275 0.030



Figure 5.37 Circular channel Example 5.9: Trapezoidal channel (Figure 5.36): For maximum v and maximum Q with given A: J(l+s2) = (b + 2sh)/2h where tan 0=l/s This is satisfied if a semicircle can be drawn, centred in the water surface and touching both sides and bottom.



Example 5.10: Circular channel (Figure 5.37). For maximum v, h = 0.813/); for maximum Q, /z = 0.938/). 5.3.19.3 Resistance of natural river channels This resistance is complicated by the losses of energy at bends and at relatively sudden changes of cross-sectional area. As these depend on the precise dimensions and shapes, it is quite impossible to generalize, but they are nevertheless important. For example, it has been shown that in a 13-km tortuous stretch of the River Mersey25 the textural roughness of the bed and sides accounts for only 25 to 50% of the total loss of head depending on the rate of flow, the rest of the resistance being due principally to the bends. Somewhat similar conclusions have been reached in a study of the River Irwell.26



width of the stream is large compared with its depth. In such a case the hydraulic mean depth m is approximately the same as /2, at any rate in channels having approximately uniform depth across their width. Then: H/ an,,H,-'-(M2g/0 at —=—,2 7 . I N l-(v /gh)



and Q = vbh. Q is also equal to VbH, where V and H are the velocity and depth which would be obtained with uniform flow. It then follows that: ^M,''[1-WJQ3I * /d/ ~l-(2///)(/W



d



(5.61)



5.3.19.8 Special cases of nonuniform flow 5.3.19.4 Velocity distribution in open channels Side and bottom friction cause the stream to be retarded. The highest velocity in any vertical at a particular section is usually found some distance below the surface; the mean velocity in a vertical line occurs at about 60% of the depth, whether the wind is blowing up- or downstream. This is the basis of one method of stream-gauging, in which the section is considered divided into strips of equal width and the velocity in these strips, or panels, is measured by current meter at 60% of the depth of each individual panel (Figure 5.38). The area of a strip, as found by sounding the bed, multiplied by the velocity so measured is assumed to give the flow through the strip and the addition for the total number of strips gives the flow through the whole section.



Figure 5.38 Measurement of velocity in open channel 5.3.19.5 Energy of a stream in an open channel, or 'specific energy' If D is the depth and v the mean velocity, the energy head //e, taking atmospheric pressure as the datum of pressure and the bottom of the channel as the datum of potential, is D + v2/2g, or D + Q2/2gA2.



(1) Sluice gate in channel with small slope and/or rough bed 2i/f< 1, /z 3 \,h-''>-'-iCc£?""i'w This may be solved by splitting the change between //, and H2 into stages over which mean values of A and C are applied. If A and C are treated as constant: ,--**- (-L-J-"! bC(2g)> \JH2 JH1)



(5.82)



(2) Reservoir with inflow as well as outflow (Figure 5.56) Let A be the surface area of reservoir, Q the inflow and h the instantaneous head over spillway of length b. Then excess of inflow over outflow = Q — C(2g)*b№12. Hence: dh/dt =[Q-



C(2g)W2]/A



Let H be the head over spillway which would make the rate of outflow equal to the rate of inflow. Then:



5.3.21.4 The Cippoletti weir (sharp-crested) The discharge over this type of weir (Figure 5.54) is: Q = 0.420 V(2g)6[(//+/0'-^ /2 ] i f t a n 0 = i



j;;d//1/2 m3/s if b and H are in metres.



Q = C(2gybH^ Let:



r = h/H



and



K, = C(2g)^b.



The time taken for the head to change from hl to /I2 is given by: t2 - /, = (AfK^H)Wr2)



- 
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